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An Ideal World

 You would get notice of a new project MONTNS 
ahead of schedule

 You would prepare and have a timely and complete 
air permit application in advance

 You would get a great air permit with everything 
that you asked for and that actually applied to you

 You would do all of your proper notices for 
construction, startup, notice of testing. 

 You would religiously keep records and schedule any 
required performance tests

 You would  have a fine tuned machine and when the 
test was conducted you would and get a glowing 
inspection and subsequent report of passing....



Ahhhh - Reality
 You construct two minor sources with 

expedited cooperation from the ADEQ and a 

vendor guarantee that both are minor sources.

 Performance testing

 What could go wrong?

 One was a Title V source the other…PSD

 YEARS of modeling, engineering and 6-figure 

monetary penalty



Ahhhh - Reality
 Emergency engines example #1

 Cold call from non-client after ADEQ inspector 

had just left

 Unpermitted emergency engine

 Completed corrective action (air permit 

application and regulatory applicability) before 

even receiving 30-day preliminary findings 

letter

 ADEQ exercised enforcement discretion



Ahhhh - Reality
 Emergency engine - Example #2

 Existing client

 Client finds issue and opts to self-disclose

 Unpermitted emergency engine had arrived on 

site after design change

 Engine was on pallet and never connected

 Self-disclosed to ADEQ

 Client received CAO and penalty



Ahhhh - Reality
 2016 Nationally known firm opts to build a feed 

mill in another state

 Trinity was consultant of choice by engineering 
firm (previous positive track record)

 After project initiated, owner wanted a local firm

 Fast forward to 2019. Owner gets construction 
permit and finally read what local firm committed 
them to. Unachievable!

 Trinity brought back on board to ‘do magic’

 Project and $30MM investment may, just may be 
salvaged. 



Ahhhh - Reality
 New EHS person, unaware of current permit 

version and is also unaware of approvals not in 
permit yet

 ADEQ inspector inspects against wrong version

 Preliminary findings letter cites issues across 
multiple permit revisions as separate violations

 Had to build timeline showing permits and 
approvals

 90% of issues eliminated after building case 
using facts



Ahhhh - Reality
 Current permit for 2 kilns was 209 tpy VOC

 Consultant permitted a third kiln with no 

increase in lumber production – did not 

understand PSD

 Assumed CROSSING 250 triggered PSD

 We re-permitted for full potential to emit for 

all three kilns and 300 tpy VOC. PSD not 

triggered



Ahhhh - Reality
 Not understanding NESHAP regulation definitions

 7D example (feed mills)
 Cr and Mn ingredient limits, not finished pellets

 6Z example (foundries)
 Be, Cd, Pb, Mn raw material limits, not finished product

 EHS wanted to hire Trinity to self-disclose and correct issue

 Consultant wanted to argue findings but ultimately agreed

 Facility reassigned and then dismissed EHS who brought us in

 BMACT 1
 Consultant told facility they had a process heater

 Facility spent $$ on energy assessment and tune-up

 We determined facility did not meet definition of process heater

 Taking facility to HAP area/minor source and removing applicability

 BMACT 2
 Along with boiler manufacturer, we determined unit was gasifier and 

GAS-1 unit subject to least stringent standards

 Another firm convinced facility unit was a solid fuel boiler. Re-
permitted making unit subject to more stringent standards

 Facility failed BMACT compliance test



Ahhhh - Reality
 Not running the control device (even VW 

understood that)

 Performance test firm analyzed post-test 

results

 Inlet concentration and temp equals outlet 

concentration and temp

 Failed to run the water scrubber

 Control device comment - baghouses



Ahhhh - Reality
Ignoring the 30-day letter

 One client “ignored” it because “we agreed 

with everything in it”

 One client “ignored” it because it went to a 

mail box checked VERY infrequently (more than 

30 days!)



Ahhhh - Reality
˃ If possible, try to correct problem as soon as ADEQ 

discovers it

 Minor violations:  Might avoid CAO fire drill if 

problem corrected before a CAO drafted

˃ Watch for ADEQ letter of suspected violations 

(opening volley before CAO process) 

˃ Get as many issues clarified as possible before 

going to CAO phase
 Many issues are simple misunderstandings, not actual 

violations

˃ Suggest “Letter of Enforcement Discretion” 

remedy to ADEQ for minor violations



Ahhhh - Reality
˃ No site EHS person – records not current

˃ Have all records updated, printed out, and in 
central location for easy viewing!!!!!!!!!!!

 3-ring binders a good method

 Make sure computerized air permit records are not 
“locked up” in a database.  Monthly paper printouts 
needed for smooth inspection.  

 Make it a practice to print out critical records each 
month for compliance binder.

˃ Mail inspector any additional follow-up info he 
needs ASAP

˃ Keep inspector happy, because 

unhappy inspector = miserable you 
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What to Remember!
 Every situation is unique

 Do not panic!

 Was this the result of an inspection or was this 
self-discovered? Your compliance options will 
vary

 Establish all of the facts – build a timeline

 BE TRUTHFUL – you get one shot at this

 Do you need outside assistance (legal, 
consultant, etc.)

 Determine corrective action and future 
prevention steps

 Do what you say you are going to do when you 
say you are going to do it



Summary

Most issues are user preventable

ADEQ is not looking to hammer you

No one has been shut down or put out of 

business

Calm in the midst of crisis
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